Hening Lin (CHEMISTRY) has been named a finalist for the Blavatnik National Awards for Young Scientists; the news was covered by Reuters and picked up by 50 media outlets.

**STATS AT A GLANCE**
- 75 external media stories tracked
- 11 *Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra* stories
- 14 Tumblr blog entries
- 30 Tweets
- 5 Facebook posts

**SELECTED STORIES**

**Humanities and Arts**

*Immigrants Seeking Asylum in the US Face Insurmountable Obstacles*
*Truthout*, 5/28/15
Jane Juffer (ENGLISH)

*Letter: Late Cornell prof was ‘master of insight, tolerance and creativity’*
*Ithaca Voice*, 5/25/15
Don Fredrickson (PMA)

*Caribbean Philosophical Association announces the 2015 recipients of its awards*
*iCayman News*, 1/5/15
Olúfẹmi Táíwò (AFRICANA)

*Africana professor issues call for modernity in Africa* *
*Cornell Chronicle*, 5/28/15
Olúfẹmi Táíwò (AFRICANA)

*Medieval philosophy conference this week* *
*College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr*, 5/26/15
Scott MacDonald (PHILOSOPHY)

**Sciences and Math**

*Cornell scientists to aid mission to mysterious moon of Jupiter*
*Ithaca Voice*, 5/27/15, *Cornell Chronicle*
Jonathan Lunine, Alex Hayes, Marco Mastrogiuseppe (ASTRONOMY)

- Why you shouldn’t freak out about swarming honeybees — and how to save bees from those who do
  *Washington Post*, 5/26/15
  Thomas Seeley (NBB)

Saturn is in opposition tonight, and you can see it live, right here (video, begins at 12:16)
  *Los Angeles Times*, 5/22/15
  Jonathan Lunine (ASTRONOMY)

- Blavatnik National Awards for Young Scientists Announce 2015 Finalists
  *Reuters*, 5/22/15 and 49 other media outlets
  Hening Lin (CHEMISTRY)

- To hunt and eat, bats listen for signals in prey mating calls
  *Cornell Chronicle*, 5/28/15
  Jay Falk, graduate student (NBB)

*Social Sciences*

Genes (And Money) Influence Who Cheats And Who Stays Faithful
  *MSN*, 5/27/15
  Christin Munsch Ph.D. ’12 (SOCIOLOGY)

Impossible Knowledge: Are You an Expert?
  *Huffington Post*, 5/22/15
  David Dunning, graduate student Stav Atir, Emily Rosenzweig Ph.D. ’14 (PSYCHOLOGY)

*Other Stories and Multiple Departments*

Back To The CoffeeHouse

Chemical and Engineering News, 5/25/15
  Roald Hoffman, A.R. Ammons (CHEMISTRY, ENGLISH))

- 67 Influential Educators Who Are Changing the Way We Learn in 2015
  *Noodle.com*, 5/20/15
  Steve Strogatz, Kaushik Basu (MATH)

Five staff members recognized with excellence awards
  *Pawprint*, 5/28/15
  Saundra Anderson, Marianne Marsh (NBB, ENGLISH)

The art of seeing: Course gathers new data on old masters
  *Cornell Chronicle*, 5/28/15
  Lisa Pincus, Jennifer Mass MS ’92, Ph.D. ’95 (HISTORY OF ART, CHEMISTRY)

Reunion looks to set class, overall attendance records
  *Cornell Chronicle*, 5/28/15
Edward Baptist, Junot Díaz, MFA ’95 (ENGLISH, HISTORY)

New Ph.D.s urged to stay connected to Cornell
Cornell Chronicle, 5/28/15
Roberto Sierra, James Spinazzola (MUSIC)

New and returning trustees elected to new terms
Cornell Chronicle, 5/27/15
David M. Einhorn ’91, Thomas T. Groos ’78, Mary John Miller ’77

At Commencement, Skorton confers 'generosity of spirit'
Cornell Chronicle, 5/23/15
Gretchen Ritter

Cornell University College of Arts and Sciences Reunion 2015: June 4-7 *
College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 5/22/15
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